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We study the diffusion and submonolayer spreading of chainlike molecules on surfaces. Using th
fluctuating bond model, we extract the collective and tracer diffusion coefficientsDc and Dt with
a variety of methods. We show thatDcsud has unusual behavior as a function of the coverage
u. It first increases, but after a maximum goes to zero asu ! 1. We show that the increase
is due to entropic repulsion that leads to steep density profiles for spreading droplets seen
experiments. We also develop an analytic model forDcsud which agrees well with the simulations.
[S0031-9007(96)00253-0]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 05.40.+j, 68.10.Gw
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The spreading dynamics of molecularly thin oil film
on solid substrates has gained substantial interest rec
[1–5]. This is not only due to its obvious significanc
for technical applications, but also to the richness of
structures (layering, fingering) in the observed film p
files that sensitively depend on the molecular struct
and interactions. As a typical feature, the developm
of molecularly thin so-called precursor films is observ
[1]. The precursor film profile may be smooth or e
hibit pronounced molecular layering effects (“dynamic
layering”).

At the foremost tip of the film, the flow dynamic
develops into surface diffusion of single molecules, i.
a 2D gas. In some experiments [2–4], it has been fo
that the transition from the dense submonolayer to
dilute film occurs much more rapidly than expected fro
simple molecular diffusion. The measured profiles a
not Gaussian but assume a steeper shape that ca
well fitted by a spherical cap [3] (see also Ref. [4]). A
explanation for the late-time profiles has been sugge
in terms of a transition of the fluid from a nonvolatile 3
to a volatile 2D phase where the attractive intermolecu
interactions are weaker [2,4]. However, it is the aim
the present study to provide an alternative microsco
explanation for the steep density profiles observed in ca
where desorption of the molecules can be neglected.
studying the diffusive properties of chainlike molecule
we demonstrate that such profiles can be generated
entropic repulsion alone.

To this end, we have performed a systematic study
diffusion and submonolayer spreading of athermal, fle
ble chains. We concentrate on the coverage depend
of collective and tracer diffusion coefficientsDcsud and
Dtsud, respectively. In addition to being important fo
submonolayer spreading dynamics, the diffusion of s
molecules is of fundamental theoretical interest. Desp
considerable experimental [6] and theoretical [7] work
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adatom diffusion on surfaces there are only a few stud
of more complicated molecules [8].

We use the fluctuating bond (FB) model with Mon
Carlo (MC) simulations to extract bothDcsud and Dtsud
from the relevant correlation functions in equilibrium
These results are complemented by analysis of simula
density profiles together with the nonlinear diffusio
equation. We show that, whileDtsud is a decreasing
function of u as expected,Dcsud displays more complex
behavior. It first increases withu, but after a maximum
value goes to zero asu ! 1. We show that it is this
positive slope ofDcsud that leads to steep precurso
profiles in accordance with experiments [3]. We devel
a thermodynamic theory forDcsud which demonstrates
that the initial increase is due to strong entropic repulsio
which is eventually overcome by the decreasing mobil
of individual chains. The theory gives good agreeme
with our numerical results.

The FB model [9] is a 2D lattice model of polyme
chains, where each segment excludes four nearest
next-nearest neighbor sites on a square lattice. The b
lengthsb, are allowed to vary in the range2 # b, #

p
13

(in units of the lattice constant), where the upper lim
prevents bonds from crossing each other. The stiffn
of the chains is controlled through an angle depend
potential Uf  2

Pn
i1

PNFB21
j1 cossfd, where n is the

number of chains,NFB is the number of segments in eac
chain, andf is the angle between two adjacent bond
Dynamics is introduced in the model by Metropolis mov
of single segments, with a probability of acceptan
minfe2DUfyT , 1g, where DUf is the energy difference.
Only such moves are allowed that obey both the s
exclusion and the bond length restrictions. One MC tim
step is defined as one attempt to move each monome
every chain. We note that, since no global translatio
modes of the chains are included, the rigid rod lim
T ! 0 is not well defined in the model [10].
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4003
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Simulations of diffusion were first done forT  `

using a180 3 180 square lattice. We calculatedDt from
the definition

Dt  lim
t!`

1
4nt

nX
i1

kj$ristd 2 $ris0dj2l , (1)

where $ristd is the position ofith particle at timet. The
results forNFB  6 are shown in the inset of Fig. 1. A
expected,Dtsud is a strongly decreasing function ofu due
to the mutual blocking of the chains.

The collective diffusion coefficient, however, show
strikingly different behavior. It can be defined through t
Green-Kubo relation [6]Dc  f1y2ksdnd2lg

R`

0 dtk $Js0d ?
$Jstdl, where $Jstd 

Pn
i1 $yistd is the total diffusion cur-

rent andksdnd2l the mean square fluctuation (in a fini
areaA). Since the definition ofDc involves cross-particle
velocity-velocity correlations, it samples the average c
lective density fluctuations of the chains instead of j
single-chain properties. In Fig. 1 we show results
NFB  6 conveniently obtained using the temporal dec
of the Fourier transformed density autocorrelation fun
tion Ssk, td  S0e2k2DC sudt [11], whereS0 is a constant.
Great care was taken to ensure that the hydrodyna
limit [6] was reached. Initially,Dcsud increasesup to
u ø 0.7, after which it rapidly approaches zero.

The initial rise ofDcsud is in agreement with conclu
sions drawn from the experimental studies [12] and M
simulations of density profiles [12,13]. We did addition
studies simulating a circular 2D droplet spreading us
the FB model, and numerically solving the nonlinear d
fusion equation≠usx, tdy≠t 

≠

≠x fDcsud≠usx, tdy≠xg by
using a monotonically increasing tanh fitting function
Dcsud for u , 0.7. By matching the simulated profile
to the solutions of the equation, the form ofDcsud can be
determined. We found it to be in perfect agreement w

FIG. 1. Collective diffusion coefficient vs coverage for the F
model atT  `. The points are MC data forNFB  6, and
the solid line is the theoretical fit withN  16. Dashed and
dash-dotted lines are Boltzmann-Matano results forNFB  24
and 48. The inset shows the tracer diffusion coefficient f
NFB  6. The curves have been normalized byD1, which is
the diffusion coefficient for a single segment.
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the MC results of Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 we show a compariso
between experimental [3], simulated, and numerically c
culated density profiles in the submonolayer regime. T
agreement is excellent, and these profiles can be well
ted by a spherical cap shape with a Gaussian foot at low
coverages [3].

Next, we studied the effects of chain length and sti
ness to collective diffusion. To study the full coverag
range, we performed careful Boltzmann-Matano analy
of spreading profiles [6,14] in a rectangular geometry. T
results forNFB  6, T  ` were checked against the MC
data, and very good agreement was found. In Fig. 1
show these data forNFB  24 and48, with T  `. As ex-
pected, diffusion slows down but the qualitative behav
remains the same. In Fig. 3 we show the effect of stiffne
for NFB  6. Again, diffusion slows down but also now
the maximum ofDcsud becomes less pronounced.

To explain the unusual behavior ofDcsud, we consider
a simple thermodynamic theory for collective diffusio
[12]. The strong temperature dependence ofDcsud evi-
dent in Fig. 2 suggests that, besides the mobility of in
vidual chains, entropy plays an important role here. O
starting point is the Nernst-Einstein equation [6], whic
relates collective diffusion to mobilitym via

Dcsud  mu

µ
≠m

≠u

∂
, (2)

where m is the chemical potential. For chain
like molecules, we approximate it bymsud 
m0 1 kBT flnsrd 2 lnswdg, where r  uyN is the
number of molecules withN segments per unit area an
w is the number of configurations of the chain. Th

FIG. 2. Comparison between experimental density profiles
polydimethylsiloxine spreading on silver (circles), simulation
of 2D circular droplets from the FB model withNFB  6
(squares), and numerical solutions of the 1D nonlinear diffus
equation (solid lines).
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FIG. 3. The influence of chain stiffness for collective di
fusion for NFB  6. The data have been obtained fro
Boltzmann-Matano analysis.

gives

Dcsud  mkBT

∑
1 2 u

≠ lnswd
≠u

∏
. (3)

Next, bothm andw must be estimated as a function o
u. These quantities are model dependent. In general,
mobility is expected to decrease due to mutual block
of the chains and may be approximated bym ø m0f1 2

cnsudg ø m0s1 2 uld, wherem0 is a constant andl is a
scaling exponent for the probability of nearest neighb
occupationcn. Using Flory theory in 2D, it can be
argued thatl ø 2.5 [12]. For the entropy, in the cas
of a lattice polymer withN segments (N ¿ 1), we can
similarly write w ø f1 1 qs1 2 cndgN , whereq . 1 is a
parameter. With these approximations,Dc becomes

Dcsud  D0s1 2 uld

√
1 1

lNqul

1 1 qs1 2 uld

!
, (4)

whereD0 is the single chain diffusion constant which fo
single segment dynamics scales~1yN. Thus, we can

FIG. 4. DcsudyDs from Eq. (4), with l  2.5 and q  6.
The solid lines from top to bottom (atu  0) are for N 
2, 6, 12, and48. The maximum becomes more pronounced
large N , where Eq. (4) approaches a limiting form shown b
the dashed line.
he
g
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write D0  DsyN. In Fig. 4 we show the behavior of th
expression as a function of coverage for various value
N . The curves are strikingly similar to the results obtain
for the FB model, and the maximum inDcsud becomes
relatively more pronounced for increasingN [15].

The theory above reveals that the underlying rea
for the unusual behavior ofDc is entropic repulsion
which at higher coverages is overcome by decrea
mobility of single chains. For the FB model wit
NFB  6, we have numerically extracted an effecti
pair interaction potentialVesrd [16] which indeed shows
a strong repulsion extending up to several lattice si
We also find that all pair correlation functionsGsrd for
coveragesu # 0.7 and NFB  6, 24, and 48 collapse to
a single function which is given bygsxd  GsruayN

b
FBd,

wherea ø 0.38 andb ø 0.55. Finally, it is interesting
to note that the maximum ofDcsud occurs at coverage
close to typical critical fractional coverages for continuu
percolation of 2D objects [17].

We can use the theory derived above to make
quantitative comparison with the FB model. To th
end, we have calculated the mobility and find thatm ø
Dts0d s1 2 u1.4d is a rather good approximation [18
To estimate the entropy term for segments, we use
mean-field approximationw  w2

1wN22
2 , wherew1 is the

entropy arising from a segment at the end of the chain
w2 from one in the middle of the chain. ForNFB  6,
T  ` we have numerically determinedw1sud andw2sud,
and find that they can be well fitted by a simple ta
function [19]. In Fig. 1 the solid line indicates the res
for Dcsud as obtained from Eq. (3) where the only fittin
parameter isN. We obtain very good agreement wi
N  16, which is reasonable since the true entropy
underestimated by our approximation.

To summarize, we have presented a combination of
merical and analytic arguments to explain how steep s
monolayer density profiles observed in experiments
can be obtained solely from the entropic diffusion a
spreading of chainlike molecules on surfaces. For at
mal molecules, a strong entropic repulsion dominate
small and intermediate coverages, leading to the incre
of Dcsud. At high coverages, the chain mobility tak
over andDcsud approaches zero. The maximum ofDcsud
is more pronounced for longer chains, but its position
relatively weakly dependent on the details of the mod
This work also suggests thatDcsud can be used to obtai
information about effective chain-chain interactions.

This work has been supported in part by the Acade
of Finland. We wish to thank S. C. Ying for a critica
reading of the manuscript.
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